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Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 4 Area: 782 m2 Type: House
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Raising the residential bar with its catalogue of features and flawless presentation, 19 Bellona Chase is a far cry from the

ordinary. Noteworthy mentions have to be a rare triple bay garage with drive-through access to a standalone garage and

workshop (hello tradie) waiting to welcome you home at the end of the day (hello relaxation). Here is a home for the buyer

who likes to combine lifestyle with household convenience. Making the most of every inch of internal and external space,

you instantly see that careful planning has gone into creating this home. A four-bedroom/two-bathroom footprint defines

the layout and includes everything you'd expect in a modern build – from ducted air-conditioning to a sleek island kitchen

and dual living zones, with a private and covered alfresco setting (and the spa) ready to draw you outdoors. Landscaped to

perfection with manicured lawn for play, clipped hedges for formality and established greenery on fence lines for privacy,

this picture-perfect retreat will quickly feel like home. Ensuring a hassle-free lifestyle, Cameron Park brings so many

amenities to the table. From its modern and well-tenanted shopping plaza to the food and entertainment playground of

Harrigan's Irish Pub to a big line-up of sports facilities – it hits every benchmark for modern living. And with quick access

to arterial roads and the expressway for major travelling routes, it's no wonder why so many choose to call this suburb

home. - Immaculate street appeal enhanced by perfectly groomed landscaping - Triple bay garage with masses of

driveway parking and drive-through access to another garage and workshop - Open plan living flows to alfresco

entertaining and includes the dreamy kitchen - Divine kitchen featuring an extra-long island bench, stone surfaces, a

dishwasher, pendant lights, and a walk-in pantry - Separate media room ready for you to cosy up and binge the latest

Netflix release - Four bedrooms, each with a built or walk-in robe, the master is oversized - Ensuite with twin-sink vanity,

glossy main bathroom with bath and shower - Plantation shutters throughout add more than a touch of elegance - Range

hood fitted to the alfresco area for smoke-free BBQs - Yard space for children and pets, fully fenced and genuinely

privateDisclaimer: We have obtained this property information from sources we believe to be reliable; however, we

cannot guarantee its accuracy. Prospective buyers are advised to carry out their own investigations.


